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an unrelenting thoroughbred



BULLE ROCK thunders through its 15th anniversary By Nate Oxman, Staff Writer



A



s one makes the drive up Blenheim Lane, through the very heart of Pete Dye’s famed Bulle Rock, he or she gets the sense that others were roaming these 235 acres of pristine terrain well before land developer Ed Abel sketched his plan for a world-class facility in the mid 90s and golfers began teeing it up there. While the impressive expanse just off I-95 in Havre de Grace, Md. provided an exquisite canvas for the legendary Pete Dye to create, it formerly served as the perfect playground for young thoroughbreds. Named after the “father of thoroughbred horses” which came to America in the 1730s and built on what was once Blenheim Stud Farm, Bulle Rock bolted out of the gate in 1998 when it was named “Best New Upscale Golf Course in America” by Golf Digest. The course not only vaulted unanimously to the top among daily-fee golf courses in Maryland, but among all public options in the entire Mid-Atlantic region as well. Fifteen years later, Bulle Rock stands as one of the nation’s elite. It ranks No. 78 on Golf Digest’s list of
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America’s 100 Greatest Public Courses and it continues to deliver on Abel’s intention of bringing masses of golfers from the surrounding metropolitan areas of Philadelphia and New York, Washington D.C. and Baltimore to enjoy championship golf. “It’s just a great design,” said PGA Director of Golf and General Manager Rick Rounsaville, who has been with the club since its inception. “The thing that impressed me the first day I walked it during construction was the routing. Every hole is different. You’re constantly headed in different directions. The holes are pretty much screened by themselves. I think it’s just continued to set itself apart from most everybody else.” The golf course, which plays to a par of 72, tips out at 7,375 yards from the furthest (black) of four sets of tees and drops to 6,843 (gold), 6,360



(blue), 6,047 (white) and 5,426 (red) when moving forward, begins with a short, gentle dogleg-left par 4, an indication of the spectacle to come more so in the supreme quality of the turf than anything else, although there are soothing views of Chesapeake Bay as a backdrop. Then the sensational par-5 second smacks you square in the face with its splendor, awakening your golf senses and setting the tone for a truly special experience. A three-shot hole for nearly all, the second stretches to a sinister 572 yards from the black tees and still packs plenty of punch from the whites at 489. From an elevated tee, the treelined fairway sweeps downhill to a creek that skirts across and forces most to lay up. The approach must be an accurate one in to find the smallish green guarded by a bunker in front. It wouldn’t be overkill to cite the remainder of the holes as highlights on the outgoing nine, but the downhill par-3 third, playing anywhere from 121 to 177 yards over a smattering of greenside bunkers, the downhill 413yard par-4 sixth requiring an approach over a stream and a gnarly front-right



bunker, the 546-yard par-5 eighth with the stunning contrast of the lush green fairway and primary rough and the golden tones of the fescue grasses in full effect, and the dogleg-right, 351yard par-4 ninth which presents classic risk/reward options, are all impossible to forget. If the front nine doesn’t send you into sensory overload, the back nine is sure to push you pleasantly to the brink. The dogleg-left, par-5 11th plays up to 665 yards and is dotted with bunkers on both sides of the fairway and green, the 190-yard 12th is a stunning par 3 with sparkling water sitting on the right side and the 476-yard par-4 13th doglegging around a ravine make for one demanding stretch. “Just standing out in the middle of that fairway with the ravine and the wall and the bunker behind with the railroad ties, that just shows how great I think Pete Dye is as a designer,” said Rounsaville of the 13th. The 529-yard par-5 15th, with a double fairway split by a stream and a green guarded by a deep-faced frontright bunker, is another two-shotter teeming with beauty and the 485-yard



par-4 18th with water lining the left side and trees running up the right is a hole that Dye himself deemed the most difficult finisher he ever constructed. The only knock on Bulle Rock, and Pete Dye designs in general, is that they’re too difficult for the average golfer. Bulle Rock has been listed by Golf Digest as one of America’s 75 Toughest Golf Courses, but Rounsaville believes that choosing the proper set of tees will allow for maximum enjoyment. “It’s fair,” said Rounsaville. “If you play the right set of tees based on your handicap, it’s a challenge. But you can still have fun out here, no question. It’s when you go back where you don’t belong that the course can eat you up. There are no forced carries. Everything is pretty much in front of you. It’s



just great. It’s as good as anything I’ve ever played as a golf professional.” Bulle Rock, which hosted the LPGA Championship from 2005 to 2009 and turned out winners such as Annika Sorenstam, Se Ri Pak, and Suzann Pettersen, is accompanied by three-figure rates, but unlimited range balls, use of the practice facility and locker room, as well as heaps of guarantees, easily justify the cost. In addition, discounted walking rates, which include a caddy, are available.
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Bulle Rock also offers extremely popular VIP Frequent-Player Programs which provide substantial discounts, including free rounds, and are accompanied by a long list of benefits. More information is available at www.bullerockgolf.com. Superintendent Bill Lewis and his staff keep the course in exceptional shape. “We still strive for tournament conditions everyday,” said Rounsaville. “The last two years have been two tough weather years but our conditions have been outstanding throughout.” Rounsaville and his professional staff offer private club-quality service inside the spacious golf shop and first-class instruction on Bulle Rock’s practice facility which features a shortgame area, putting green, and allgrass, double-fairway range. The expansive clubhouse is
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adorned with luxurious locker rooms complete with attendants and the highly-acclaimed Silk’s Restaurant serving delectable lunch and dinner options rivals its golfing complement in excellence. “That continues to keep us charged on the mission that we’re on,” said Rounsaville of the desire to provide an unforgettable experience to every guest. “We set out to provide something special and I think that’s what makes it worth the drive.” “Pete Dye designed [Bulle Rock] with the vision of a world-class, tournament-worthy golf course that anybody could come and play,” said Rounsaville. “Obviously, in the late 80s and early 90s, there weren’t a lot of really good, championship-caliber golf courses that were open to the public. That was the whole vision for Bulle Rock and that’s what we strive to maintain.” TSG



Philadelphia Publinks 2104 Schedule



***Dates are tentative and subject to change***



Publinks Better-Ball Championship 



May 13



Turtle Creek GC 



PPGA Match Play Championship 



Qualifying May 10, 11 or 13



47th Philadelphia Better-Ball Championship 



Cobbs Creek GC 



June 6, 7 & 8



Publinks Championship 



Jeffersonville GC 



June 23 



42nd Philadelphia Open Amateur Championship 



Cobbs Creek CC 



July 11,12 & 13



PPGA Mid-Amateur Championship 



The Bucks Club 



August 4



The Norristown Area Better-Ball Championship 



Jeffersonville GC 



August 16 & 17



Philadelphia Senior Open Amateur Championship Downingtown CC 



September 9 



PPGA Fall Classic 



Jeffersonville GC 



October 10 



For more information about Bulle Rock,



Atlantic Publinks Challenge 



Cobbs Creek GC 



TBD 



visit



Committee Appreciation Day 



TBD 



October 19 



BULLEROCKGOLF.COM



PPGA Scholarship Fundraiser Tournament 



Stonewall 



October 20 



PPGA Fall Stableford Championship 



TBD 



TBD



or call 888.285.5375



NIGHT GOLF



Limerick Golf Club Launches Laser Glow Golf By Nate Oxman STAFF WRITER



R



ather than closing the first tee when darkness falls this season, Limerick Golf Club will use the latest technology in laser glow golf to keep its fairways filled. Rudimentary night golf gear from the past like candles, flashlights and glow sticks have been eliminated. In their places are glow cones, target lights and course markers to illuminate tee boxes, fairways and greens in 25 changeable colors with three different flashing modes. Unique to Limerick’s Laser Glow Golf is the 20-inch round light that is attached at the bottom of Laser Glow Golf ’s Target Lights which serve as flagsticks. The target light allow players to see hole locations from hundreds of yards away and the 20-inch round light makes short-game play more manageable. While Inferior golf balls typically used in night golf can damage or break golf clubs, Laser Glow Golf ’s Glow Tour V1 golf balls feature a surlyn skin and urethane coating to allow for performance which mirrors a



tour-quality golf ball. Limerick Golf Club offers customizable night golf outings throughout the golf season. These outings are ideal fundraising opportunities, charity benefits, community events, corporate functions or teambuilding sessions. They’re available to groups of 28 or more. “Night golf gives golfers the opportunity to play golf after work, even though the daylight is gone,“ said Limerick GC General Manager Jason Hilz. “For business outings it allows companies to have their names and logos featured on tee boxes in bright, colorful laser glow displays.” Limerick Golf Club schedules laser glow golf nights throughout the golf season. For more information, or to book a tee time, visit LIMERICKGOLFCLUB.COM or call the golf club at 610.495.6945
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For Golfers, Pre-Season Preview Helps Beat The Winter Doldrums Local Golfers Can Gear Up for the Upcoming Season with a Golf‐Packed Three‐Day Weekend Extravaganza



T



he Philadelphia Golf Show returns for its 18th annual event Friday, February 7, through Sunday, February 9, 2014, at the Greater Philadelphia Expo Center in Oaks, PA. Avid golfers pining for their favorite pastime during the long, cold winter months can surround themselves with the sights, sounds and latest products from the golfing world. “Serious golfers really miss their sport during the winter months and look forward to getting back out on the course,” said Joe Stegh, president of North Coast Golf Shows, the company that produces the Philadelphia Golf Show. “Our attendees often tell us they consider this show the kickoff of the new season, a way to have some golfing fun and pick up whatever merchandise they may need for the spring.” The Philadelphia Golf Show features more than 200 vendors, offering everything from clothing to equipment to online programs to travel destination packages. About one hundred resorts offer special deals and prices available only to Philadelphia Golf Show guests. The North Coast Golf Shows are the country’s leading golf events because of the sheer magnitude of merchandise available and prices that can’t be found anywhere else. Robert Johns, founder of Bandit Golf Liquidators, has been a vendor at North Coast Golf Shows for 14 years. “You won’t find a bigger variety of goods than at the North Coast Golf Shows,” he explained. “I tell customers to buy a year’s supply of balls and other accessories because the prices are that good.” One of the biggest benefits for Philadelphia Golf Show attendees is the opportunity to do hands-on comparisons of the newest clubs on the market. “We have the latest selections in golf clothing and accessories at our shows, but without a good set of clubs, a golf game can be challenging,” said Stegh. “We are excited to offer guests a chance to really experience the new 2014 clubs first hand. People can see, feel and actually test the clubs on a driving range. They really like that because they can compare the different brands side-by-side and see what feels and works best for them.”
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Die-hard golfer Jay Walter, from Cleveland, OH, has attended the golf shows for at least 20 years. “We have a group of about 10 of us who go together every year and make a big party of it. It’s sort of our winter reunion and gets us excited for the upcoming season,” said Walter. “The day is a lot of Chi Chi Rodriguez fun with the contests and entertainment, and there are really outstanding deals on the merchandise. The best part is being able to try out the latest and greatest clubs and compare them to each other, literally on the spot,” he added. The Philadelphia Golf Show is not just for men. A unique attraction at the show Michael Breed is the Ladies Golf Boutique, a specialty shopping experience for women complete with a large selection of the latest trends in ladies golf wear and private dressing rooms. While the golf show is long on merchandise, it certainly isn’t short on entertainment. The Celebrity Stage hosts a line-up of impressive talent including golf legend and Hallof-Famer Chi Chi Rodriguez and Michael Breed, star of the Golf Channel’s The Golf Fix. In fact, PGA instructors and pros teach and entertain throughout the day, both on stage and by providing free golf lessons on the exhibit floor. Golfers wishing to take a break or check in with their other sports will appreciate the lounge area with big screen televisions. Opportunities to hone skills and compete for valuable prizes add a competitive element to this golfer’s mid-winter mecca. Audiences gather to watch the TaylorMade Long Drive Championship, a contest using a radar gun that captures ball speed and converts it to a distance calculation. “It blows me away every time,” said Stegh. “We see drives of 380, 400 yards. It’s a lot of fun. Everybody loves it.” TaylorMade provides the coveted prizes for each division. The Long Putt Contest, on the 70-foot long putting green, is another crowd favorite. The Philadelphia Golf Show is at the Greater Philadelphia Expo Center at Oaks, Feb. 7?9; Hours are Fri: 1p.m.–8p.m., Sat: 9a.m.–6p.m., Sun: 10a.m.–4p.m.; admission- $10, children 12 and under– free; parking- free. For more information, please visit MyPhillyGolfShow.com or call 330-963-6963. TRI-STATE GOLFER • WINTER 2014
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COURSE NEWS



Broad Run Named Course Of The Year By Nate Oxman STAFF WRITER



Voted 2014 Golf Course of the Year by Pennsylvania Golf Course Owners Association



W



est Chester’s Broad Run Golfer’s Club continued its impressive climb toward the region’s elite dailyfee facilities by being named 2013 Pennsylvania Golf Course of the Year by the National Golf Course Owners Association. The award recognized Broad Run for excellence in four criteria: exceptional quality of the golf course, exceptional quality of ownership and management, outstanding contribution to its community, and significant contribution to the game. Boasting arguably the most visually stimulating layout in the entire tristate area, Broad Run, which opened as Tattersall Golf Club in 2000, grips first-timers with an abundance of jawdropping vistas, extreme (and equally ample) elevation changes, and 18 completely unique golf holes. Since owner Jonathan Byler gained control of Broad Run in 2012, he has demonstrated a tireless commitment to allowing Rees Jones’s dramatic



design to shine. The vision for Broad Run was not only to offer superior course conditions, but at the same time make the course more playable for the average golfer by cutting down many of the areas of fescue that were encroaching the fairways and areas of native grasses that were significantly overgrown due to neglect from previous ownership. “A lot of that was the grass bunkers around the green and some of the peripheral areas that they had just let go when they shouldn’t have if you’re adhering to the theory of the design,“ said General Manager Jeff Broadbelt. “The course was never meant to have those areas grown in. So we’ve already accomplished a big portion of what our goals were for restoring the golf course to where it was supposed to be from a playability standpoint. And we’ve had tons of compliments from people, saying there is already a noticeable difference in the product.”



Credit certainly must be given to Superintendent Chad Rightmyer, who has fulfilled Byler’s vision emphatically. In addition to luring Rightmyer away from French Creek Golf Club to care for the course, Byler carefully crafted a management crew that would help ignite the club’s ascension. He chose Broadbelt as general manager and Peter Lovenguth as head professional, both of whom helped resurrect Downingtown Country Club in the 90s. In addition to the challenging 6,826-yard (Par 72) championship golf course, Broad Run boasts a complete practice facility and the Bordley House Grille, a full-service restaurant open to both golfers and the general public. For more information about Broad Run and to book tee times, visit BROADRUNGC.COM or call 610.738.4410
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Personal Golf Fan Review Article and photos courtesy www.golfballed.com



S



etting: The Babe Zaharias Golf Course, in Tampa, Florida. The temperature is in the 90’s on a typical day here in July. I am loading my cart and I pull out my PGF (Personal Golf Fan), and my buddy asks “What’s that?” I laugh and tell him a Fan for use while playing golf. As we chat more about The PGF his initial thoughts are that it’s not really going to work well. Flashback 3 days prior: My door bell rings by the time I reach the door the delivery person is back in his truck, and the package is in front of my door. I open it up and it contains my PGF. I open it up read instructions, and set it up for charging. During set up, I gave it a good look over. I really like how they incorporated the look of a Golf ball into the Fan. A few hours later I have a green light, which means my PGF is ready for use. Now I want to play around with it. I hit the power button and a burst of power shots into unit. I won’t write the words that came out of my mouth. Let’s say I wasn’t expecting that burst. So, I hit the power button a second time and boom it got even more powerful! I thought the 1st speed was the high speed, boy I was wrong. I put my PGF in the carry bag that comes with it and put it with my clubs so I don’t forget it. Back at The Babe: We are on the first tee and I power up my PGF The look on my buddy’s face was priceless. He didn’t have to use profanity like I did. His face said it all.
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For testing I left the PGF running for 3 holes shut it off for 3 holes and then began again. Each time it was the same, when the PGF was on it was cooler. It was not blowing hot air, it was cool and comfortable. I then felt it would be better to get input from other golfers. I shared my PGF and each time it was the same result. Golfers felt cooler with the fan. I have to let you know they weren’t just my buddies either. These were golfers that I was paired with. Now when it was with my regular group I found one of them was continually sitting in my cart. While another jokingly said “That fan is giving you an advantage. We are sweating and you’re not” . Hmm was he really joking? Haha Here are just some features of the Personal Golf Fan: Battery runs for 6 ½ hours regular speed. I used it for 2 full rounds before having to charge. On high it runs 3 ¾ hours. I also tried this and it ran the full round with no issues. Battery charge in 3 hours I think it’s actually a little faster. Portable and fits in 5 different types of golf carts. I used in 3 different with no issues. Final Thoughts: I really enjoy using The Personal Golf Fan. It kept me cooler while in the cart. It was a noticeable deference. Cooler and refresher Golfer could mean better golf. I like the design as did everyone that saw it on the course. Plain and simple this Fan works. If you want to be cool while golfing this is the answer. For more information, visit WWW.PGFFAN.COM.
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Talamore Announces Spectacular New Member Benefits & Privileges Flash Summary of Our Member’s Access & Privileges to Premier Local Clubs, Dining & Entertainment



By Nate Oxman STAFF WRITER



T



he Talamore Family of Clubs continues to lead the charge in providing an innovative, everexpanding membership package. Most recently, Talamore added to this arsenal by joining ClubCorp and its “My Community Clubs” program. Beginning in 2014, members at both Talamore Country Club in Ambler, Pa. and Applecross Country Club in Downingtown, Pa. will gain access to over 150 golf and country clubs, business clubs and athletic clubs in 25 states and two foreign countries. Local members of the ClubCorp network are Hartefeld National, a decorated Tom Fazio design in Avondale, Pa., and Cherry Valley Country Club and its Rees Jonesdesigned golf course in Skillman, N.J. near Princeton. Notable members of the ClubCorp family nationwide include Firestone Country Club’s 54 holes in Akron. Oh., home to the PGA Tour’s World Golf Championships-Bridgestone Invitational, Southern California’s Indian Wells Country Club (36 holes),



which was home to the Bob Hope Classic for over 40 years, and Mission Hills Country Club (54 holes), annual site of an LPGA major - the Kraft Nabisco Championship, Southern Trace Country Club in Shreveport, La., which hosted the Web.com Tour’s Southern Open from 1990-2002, and Wind Watch Golf & Country Club and The Hamlet Golf & Country Club on Long Island. “We think this new benefit is extraordinary,” said Talamore CC General Manager Jon Hazelwood. “When our members are traveling they don’t miss a beat. They continue to enjoy access, including golf, to private country clubs, fitness studios, spas, city and business clubs and the finest accommodations throughout the United States. We are excited and proud to be able to provide this amazing opportunity for an expanded membership.” Members of the Talamore Family of Clubs may also book accommodations at luxury resorts like La Costa Resort & Spa in San Diego, Barton Creek Resort & Spa in Austin, Tx., The Homestead in Hot Springs, Va., and Vail Mountain



Lodge & Spa in Vail, Co. and utilize a special concierge benefit to purchase tickets for sporting events, theater and concerts. Members of Talamore Country Club enjoy membership privileges at Applecross Country Club and vice versa, and also have access to the 36hole Talamore Resort in Pinehurst, N.C. which features the Rees Jones-designed Talamore Resort Course and the Arnold Palmer-designed Mid South Club. For more information about For more information about the



Golf & Country Club Facilities



Play is available at the following facilities 2x a month for a cart fee only. Additional Rounds available at posted guest rates. Certain Tee Time restrictions apply. Dining available. §



§



§



array of affordable membership options,



Cherry Valley



http://www.clubcorp.com/Clubs/Cherry-Valley-Country-Club A Rees Jones gem near Princeton NJ



Pyramid Club http://www.clubcorp.com/Clubs/Pyramid-Club



An acclaimed Private Dining Club in Center City located atop the Mellon Bank Building Special Complementary entrée program available one visit per month. Additional visits at posted dining rates.



§ The Foundation Room at the House of Blues



http://www.houseofblues.com/venues/clubvenues/atlanticcity/foundationroom.php Membership includes access to this renowned Atlantic City dining and theater destination.



TALAMORECC.COM and for more information about ClubCorp, visit



http://www.clubcorp.com/Clubs/Hartefeld-National A Tom Fazio masterpiece in the Kennett Square area



Dining & Entertainment



Talamore Family of Clubs, including an visit



Hartefeld National



§



CLUBCORP.COM



Capital Grille www.capitalgrille.com



King of Prussia, Philadelphia and Cherry Hill locally. Other locations worldwide VIP access may include an available table for last minute reservations, special recognition as a Member and some locations may offer a complementary amenity.



Preferred access to world class resorts such as:
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§



Pinehurst www.pinehurst.com



§



La Costa www.lacosta.com



§



Barton Creek www.bartoncreek.com



§



The Homestead www.thehomestead.com



§



Hotel Del Coronado www.hoteldel.com



One of the world’s finest golf resorts featuring 8 Championship golf courses and home to the 2014 Men’s and Ladies US Open Championships Southern California’s ultimate destination for guest who appreciate a luxury retreat Legendary Austin Texas Golf Resort and Spa A historic Virginia Resort and Canyon Ranch Spa Iconic San Diego Beach Resort and Spa
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Play some of the best holes in the world Royal Portrush Nairn Turnberry Royal Troon Biarritz St. Andrews Royal Dornoch Waterville Gleneagles Southport & Ainsdale Royal County Down Prestwick



All within minutes to Atlantic City and Ocean City, NJ 609.926.3900 mcculloughsgolf.com 3016 Ocean Heights Ave Egg Harbor Twp, NJ 08234



2014 GOLFWEEK AMATEUR TOUR (PHILLY METRO) SCHEDULE



GOLFWEEK AMATEUR TOUR



Philly Metro GWAT Announces 2014 Tournament Schedule



E



ntering its 4th season in the Philadelphia Metro area, the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour (Philly Metro) announced their 2014 tournament schedule with events between April 26th and September 27th, 2014. The tournament schedule includes 12 different events, including a 2-day Tour Major tournament. The schedule features 3 joint-events with the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour (Metro NY), including the season-ending Liberty Cup, a 27-hole Ryder Cup format tournament that players must qualify for in order to be included in the field. Philly Metro Tour Director Jeff A. Brodsky said: “Once again, we are playing great courses in the tri-state area in 2014. We are thrilled to have the opportunity to play tournament golf on 7 different private courses, as well as some of the premier resort courses and public-access golf courses in the region, all during prime-time hours on Saturday afternoons”. Members of the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour are flighted into one of 5 different divisions (CHAMP, A, B, C, and D Flights) based upon a predetermined tour handicap; members play only against other golfers with the same skill level. Within each flight, competitors play for the lowest total gross score that day, to win VISA giftcards and crystal trophies; gift card amounts are based upon the number of competitors in each flight during that week’s tournament. Tour handicaps and flight assignments are closely monitored by the Tour Director to ensure a fair competition. In 2014, GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour members will also receive a USGA approved handicap index (powered by GolfNet). Points are accumulated by members throughout the season, based upon each player’s final gross score in their own flight each week, towards qualification for the National Championships in
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Hilton Head, SC. Tour membership allows play in any of over 600 tournaments nationwide, simply for the individual event fee. Each tournament also includes a separate Skins Game, Closest To The Pin competitions on all Par 3 holes, and a 50/50 drawing in support of the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour’s charity partner, Stand Up 2 Cancer. Some tournaments allow a scheduled practice round to be played at that week’s venue. The GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour (Philly Metro) will kick off its 4th season with a trip to The Ridge At Back Brook in Ringoes, NJ on Saturday, April 26th. The Ridge, opened in 2002 and designed by Tom Fazio, is an 18 hole private course built in rolling woodlands in West Central New Jersey. A golf-only facility, The Ridge was named one of the Top 10 private courses in the country, as well as the #1 new private golf course in New Jersey in 2003. The season-opener is a joint-event with the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour (Metro NY). Field size is limited so sign up early if you want to be included in the field for what is sure to be a fantastic season-opening event. The 2nd tournament of the season takes the tour to Wilmington, DE for a great event at the White Clay Creek Country Club, located in Delaware Park, on Saturday May 10th. This Arthur Hills design features many challenging holes and a fantastic practice area. The course is set on a beautiful wooded property alongside the wild and scenic White Clay Creek, which comes into play often. This is our second event at White Clay Creek CC. Our next event on Saturday May 24th takes the tour to The Club At Morgan Hill, a very challenging layout with spectacular views of Easton, PA and the surrounding area. Morgan Hill was designed by Kelly Blake Moran and opened in 2004. The course features dramatic elevation changes and large



undulating greens. There are several hidden hazards and blind uphill and downhill shots to contend with. Local knowledge will be valuable here! On Saturday June 14th the tour plays an event at the historic Shawnee Inn & Country Club. Rich in history, this A.W. Tillinghast design opened for play in 1912, and is a throwback to a different era. Located in Shawnee On Delaware, PA, most of the golf course is located on an island in the Delaware River between Pennsylvania and New Jersey. This course will test your short game and all of your shot-making skills. The club also features a 6-hole chip & putt course designed by Tom Doak. There is a lovely historic hotel located on the property as well. Our next event on Saturday June 28th takes the tour “down the shore” to the Wildwood Golf & Country Club in Cape May Courthouse, NJ. Opened in 1922, and originally designed by Wayne Stiles (a contemporary of Donald Ross), two new holes were added by Ault & Associate in 1995. The course features narrow fairways and small push-up style greens, and breezy conditions can create an additional challenge for golfers. On Saturday July 12th, the tour travels to the Hopewell Valley Golf Club, located in pastoral Hopewell, NJ. This private course dates from 1928 and was originally designed by Thomas Winton, with a re-design of several holes by Robert Trent Jones in 1979. Built on the site of a former horse farm, the mature tree-lined course features a meandering stream, small undulating greens and deep grass and sand bunkers as challenges. Our next stop on Saturday July 26th is a return to the private Radley Run Country Club, located in beautiful rural West Chester, PA. The rolling terrain coupled with two ponds and a meandering stream provides a challenging round of golf here, with water



in play on half of the holes. This course has become a tour favorite and has hosted us each of the last three seasons. Our Two-Day Tour Major takes place August 9th & 10th at the beautiful Stockton Seaview Resort in Galloway, NJ. This historic venue is the home to the LPGA Shoprite Classic every summer. We will play the Bay Course (designed in 1915 by Hugh Wilson and Donald Ross) in the afternoon on Saturday August 9th and the Pines Course (designed by Howard Toomey and William Flynn in 1929) in the morning on Sunday August 10th. These are two completely different layouts, with the wind-swept Bay Course playing out into the marshes across from Atlantic City and the Pines Course playing through thick forest and sandy waste on adjacent land. Special room rates for overnight accommodations are available at the resort. Both golf courses have received numerous awards for design and playability. Please consider an overnight stay here. On Saturday August 23rd we once again join the GOLFWEEK Amateur Tour (Metro NY) for an event at the private Old York Country Club in Chesterfield, NJ. Designed by Gary Player and opened in 1995, the course was built on a former estate property and features surprising elevation changes and many unique and challenging holes, with water hazards often coming into play. Old York has been ranked as one of the finest private clubs in New Jersey, and for good reason – it is a thrill to play! The tour returns to the private Philmont Country Club (North) on Saturday September 6th for a fourth time. This classic Willie Park and William Flynn design opened in 1924, and has hosted many USGA qualifiers as well as the Nike (now Web.Com) Tour. The course features some of the fastest green complexes in our area and many strategic holes. It has become a member’s favorite, always in excellent condition, with fast undulating greens. The Local Finals will end the season at the prestigious Hartefeld National Golf Club in Avondale, PA on Saturday September 20th. Opened in 1995,



this Tom Fazio designed 4/26/14 THE RIDGE AT BACK BROOK $ 140.00 course has received many RINGOES, NJ accolades over the years for its Joint Event With Metro NY Tour naturalistic design set in the rolling farmland. The course 5/10/14 WHITE CLAY CREEK CC at DEL. PARK $110.00 has hosted both Champions WILMINGTON, DE Tour and PGA Tour players over the years. “There are few 5/24/14 THE CLUB AT MORGAN HILL $100.00 courses better than Hartefeld EASTON, PA National Golf Club to host the Philly Metro Local Finals; 6/14/14 SHAWNEE INN & COUNTRY CLUB $100.00 our members will be treated SHAWNEE ON DELAWARE, PA to a truly great course” says Brodsky. This will be a Tour 6/28/14 WILDWOOD GOLF & CC $130.00 Major double-points event to CAPE MAY COURTHOUSE, NJ end the season and determine 7/12/14 HOPEWELL VALLEY CC $130.00 Flight Champions. HOPEWELL, NJ The following weekend, on Saturday September 27th, 7/26/14 RADLEY RUN CC $130.00 pre-qualified members of WEST CHESTER, PA both the Philly Metro and Metro NY GOLFWEEK 8/9/14 STOCKTON SEAVIEW–BAY COURSE $240.00 Amateur Tours will meet in 8/10/14 STOCKTON SEAVIEW–PINES COURSE  The Liberty Cup, a Ryder GALLOWAY, NJ Cup style event at a venue to 2-Day Tour Major (Double Points) be determined. Participants will play head-to-head team 8/23/14 OLD YORK COUNTRY CLUB $140.00 and individual matches in 3 CHESTERFIELD, NJ different formats (fourballs, Joint Event With Metro NY Tour foursomes, and singles). Tour 9/6/14 PHILMONT (NORTH) CC $130.00 members qualify for this HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA event through a season long points list; points are earned 9/20/14 HARTEFELD NATIONAL GC $130.00 at each event throughout AVONDALE, PA the season based upon each Local Finals (Double Points) player’s final gross score in their own flight. 9/27/14 METRO NY vs PHILLY METRO $150.00 The GOLFWEEK 2014 LIBERTY CUP (27 HOLES) Amateur Tour National Invitational Event Based On 2014 Points Championship will head to Hilton Head Island, South Carolina from October Head in 2013 – way to go, Albie! 17th to the 19th, 2014. This “We are truly excited about the 54 hole tournament culminates the upcoming season. Our tournament season and welcomes the top points lineup is impressive; we look forward qualifiers from each tour around the to visiting some of the best public country. In 2013, the tournament field and private courses the Philly Metro included almost 900 golfers from 40 area has to offer” said Brodsky. Visit tour cities and awarded over $15,000 www.amateurgolftour.net or call Tour in prizes. Anticipation has already Director, Jeff A. Brodsky at 610-642begun for the 2014 Tour Championship 7890 to learn how you can become as expectations are high and player part of the fastest growing amateur participation will be on the rise. Our tour in our area – The GOLFWEEK own Albie Sanguiliano captured the A Amateur Tour. Flight National Championship in Hilton TRI-STATE GOLFER • WINTER 2014
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GOLF INSTRUCTION



Bring your Foursome to OYCC But only pay for Two!



Talamore’s Lou Guzzi– PGA Teacher Of The Year



Unlimited Weekdays only $2500.00!



By Nate Oxman



Plus a BONUS For a Limited time– BRING YOUR GROUP OF 4, ONLY PAY FOR 2 MEMBERSHIPS



STAFF WRITER



Contact Dave Wheeler, [email protected], for details. *Unlimited Tuesday-Friday, closed Mondays.



Lou Guzzi, PGA Teacher of the Year



228 Old York R oad • Chesterfield, NJ 08515 • 609 298 0212 • oldyorkcc.com
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Happy New Year to all Tri-State Golfer and tristategolfer.com readers both old and new! Let’s begin by congratulating those who had an exceptional 2013. First and foremost, we have to acknowledge Lou Guzzi, director of golf at the Lou Guzzi Golf Academy at Talamore Country Club in Ambler, Pa. for being named the 2013 national Teacher of the Year by the PGA of America. It’s hard to believe, but Guzzi is the first Philadelphia Section PGA professional to receive this esteemed honor. … Congrats as well to Broad Run Golfer’s Club in West Chester, Pa. on being named the Pennsylvania Golf Course of the Year by the National Golf Course Owners’ Association. That’s great validation for the work by the new ownership and management team at one of the tri-state area’s most unique places to play. … Congrats to Golf Course Architect Lester George for being honored by the American Society of Golf Course Architects Design Excellence Program for his redesign work at Rock Manor Golf Course in Wilmington, Del. … Congrats to local Phila. Section PGA pros John Dunigan (White Manor CC) and Mark Summerville (Philadelphia CC) for being named among the Top 50 Kids Teachers in 2013 by U.S. Kids Golf. Additionally, James Wilkes, men’s golf coach at Villanova University, is now one of only 78 instructors nationwide to be recognized as a Master Kids Teacher. … While it’s understandable to be disappointed that the U.S. Open at Merion came and went so quickly, cheer up because there are plenty more USGA championships on the way. The 2014 U.S. Mid-Amateur will be held at Saucon Valley Country Club in Bethlehem, Pa. Sept. 3-5. The 2015 U.S. Women’s Open comes to Lancaster Country Club July 9-12 and the 2015 U.S. Senior Amateur comes to Hidden Creek Golf Club in Egg Harbor Twp., N.J. Sept. 26-Oct. 1. The 2016 U.S. Women’s Amateur heads to Rolling Green Golf Club in Springfield, Pa. Aug. 8-14. Enjoy them all and start thinking about a possible return to Merion for the U.S. Open in 2030 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of Bobby Jones’ U.S. Amateur victory at Merion to capture golf ’s Grand Slam. Sounds like a perfect fit. —TSG
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ix years ago Lou Guzzi made a monumental career decision. Although it was only a 3-mile move, Guzzi’s transition from teaching professional at Lower State Road Driving Range to director of instruction at the Lou Guzzi Golf Academy at Talamore Country Club, it has helped Guzzi’s status as an instructor go from impressive to elite. Guzzi, a native of Philadelphia and a resident of Glenside, who turned professional in 1991 and became a PGA professional in 1997, was well decorated before coming to Talamore. He had an accomplished amateur career, served as head professional at Flourtown Country Club for a decade before stepping into teaching exclusively, was named Philadelphia Section PGA Teacher of the Year as well as one of the “best teachers in your state” by Golf Digest. Since setting up his state of the art 1,200 square foot year-round teaching studio at Talamore CC, Guzzi’s reputation has swelled to star status. He received the distinguished honor of being named one of Golf Magazine’s Top 100 Teachers in America, he won the Philadelphia Section PGA Teacher of the Year award again (in 2010), and this fall he earned his highest achievement



Lou Guzzi with his crew



yet when he was recognized as the national PGA Teacher of the Year. The ultimate honor can undeniably attributed to Guzzi’s tireless work ethic and ever-evolving expertise. “I am honored and humbled that the PGA of America has recognized me as their National PGA Teacher of the Year,“ said Guzzi. “I have been given a great responsibility to protect the game of golf and this award provides me with an incredible amount of leverage, an invaluable tool, which will allow me the opportunity to continue to grow this great game of golf that I have loved for over 35 years. Guzzi, the first professional in the illustrious history of the 92-year-old Philadelphia Section PGA set a goal of building one of the best teaching facilities in the country when he came to Talamore in 2008. Using the latest video swing analysis technology, an array of teaching aids and a friendly, focused teaching philosophy highly adaptable to players of all ages and ability levels, it’s evident that - with the national PGA Teacher of the Year award - has achieved exactly what he set out for. “Talamore Country Club has given me the ability to create a state-of-the-art golf learning center that allows me the



opportunity to help my students achieve their full potential and enable me to grow as a teacher,” said Guzzi. In addition to his teaching facility, Guzzi has also utilized Talamore’s five-acre short game trio of expansive practice greens for individual and group lessons and clinics, junior camps and golf schools. “Every aspect of the game is presented to our students as we integrate an award winning golf course, an advanced range design, and a world class short game area into our teaching plan,“ said Guzzi. “Our Flightscope Doppler Radar Launch Monitor, advanced video technology, wood burning stove, along with an extensive collection of training aides give us the opportunity to offer a full-service teaching experience to our members and students year round. To book a lesson with Lou Guzzi or for more information about the Lou Guzzi Golf Academy at Talamore Country Club in Ambler, PA, visit LOUGUZZI.COM
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Casa de Campo Is The Dominican Republic’s Shining Star With 90 holes of Pete Dye-designed golf and off-the-course amenities galore, there’s never a dull moment in this Caribbean paradise By Steve Habel



CONTRIBUTING WRITER Photos: LC Lambrecht for Casa de Campo



G



etting away from its all and getting almost everything a golfer (and a non-golfing companion) would ever want is just a half-day’s airplane trip away from the Tri-State area at the sumptuous Casa de Campo Resort in the Dominican Republic. Just a ninety minute flight south of Miami and with three airports accessible from the Northeast’s main travel hubs, Casa de Campo is a private, cloistered world unto itself right outside the bustling city of La Romana. The grounds, spread over 7,000 coastal acres on the southeast side of the island of Hispaniola, are lush with tropical growth and vibrant with the colors of native sea grapes, Flamboyan trees blooming with fiery-red flowers and lush bougainvillea in brilliant shades of fuchsia, amethyst and white. So expansive and exclusive is Casa de Campo that guests use golf carts to get around and there is really no reason to leave the resort. Casa de Campo’s main calling card is 90 holes of Pete Dye-designed golf spread across four courses. The resort and its golf, with the first course opened in 1971, have established and continued the standard for opulence and inimitability in the Caribbean. PEERLESS GOLF WHERE CHALLENGE ABOUNDS



The 2nd hole of Casa de Campo’s Dye Fore course
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The first course built at Casa de Campo – the unparalleled Teeth of the Dog – is considered the gold standard for the Caribbean’s version of the grand game. It’s perennially ranked as the top course in the Caribbean and Mexico and currently 47th in the world according to Golf magazine. Construction began in 1967 on rocky land unsuitable for the growth of



sugarcane that was planted throughout the rest of the original planation that makes up Casa de Campo, and the course opened in August 1971. Dye, who has a home to the right of the eighth green, likes to say, “God created seven holes. I was fortunate to arrive in time to complete the other 11.” Dye is referring to the seven breathtaking holes strung along the beach, a group that belongs on the short list of the most beautiful in the world. Each of those holes asks the golfer to hit at least one shot over the ocean waves pounding on huge rocks – the teeth of the dog – usually through a crosswind which can change direction on a daily (or even hole-to-hole) basis. Given the course’s proximity to the Caribbean Sea (you’ll feel the spray of the waves on a couple of holes) Teeth of the Dog plays differently each time it’s tackled, an aspect that only adds to the charm and the challenge. Even at 7,471 yards from its back set of five tee boxes, Teeth of the Dog is a fair track. Dye designed the course with bailout areas for players not up to long carries and, as an architect of the old school, his bunkering is more strategic than penal. It’s an examination of course management as much as character and verve. Go for broke and it’s a white knuckle ride, but if the golfer plays to his strengths he will enjoy a measure of success. While most of the acclaim about golf at Casa de Campo centers on the Teeth of the Dog course, the resort’s three other course are worth their weight in sugarcane and rum – especially Dye’s newest track, the 27hole Dye Fore. The original Dye Fore course was opened in 2003 and is made up of two



nines called Chavon and Marina. This wide and wind-swept layout on top of 300-foothigh cliffs runs from the Altos de Chavon village to the Casa de Campo Marina and features magnificent, 360-degree views of the terrain, the ocean, the river and the sky. The entire course The 17th hole of Casa de Campo’s Teeth of the Dog course is planted with never tire of. Paspalum except for The invitation of a Casa de Campo Tifdwarf Bermuda greens. Playing the Chavon/Marina nines combination from property owner or the permission of the resort management can get golfers back tees means more than 7,700 yards of demanding golf, more than just about a round at La Romana Country Club, a private, 27-hole facility located within anyone can handle, but five tees temper the boundaries of beautiful resort. Dye the test. The most recent addition to Casa de designed this course exclusively for the Resort’s villa owners and it’s ultraCampo’s stellar collection of golf holes playable but constantly challenging, is a new nine at Dye Fore called Lagos featuring big-shouldered holes and the (“The Lakes”). Opened in 2011 and set designer’s noted characteristics, such as just west of the Chavon nine, Lagos raised greens, deep bunkers and steep features five water hazards and acres of slopes. Four sets of tees cater to all sand, while the fairways are still wide levels of play. but not quite as rolling as on the nextdoor neighbor. Construction began OFF THE COURSE IS NEARLY in 2009; the course was first played AS GOOD AS ON IT in July 2011; official opening was in Catering to every taste and featuring September 2011. a wide range of international cuisines, The Chavon nine at Dye Fore is there are more than 20 restaurants especially memorable because of its in and around Casa de Campo. And wide fairways, its huge greens and accommodations are plentiful and constant elevation changes; our view is varied, from the resort’s 185 elite guest that these nine holes may be the best rooms to its 28 three- to five-bedroom Dye ever designed. “villa homes” (with the feel of sprawling Sharing the same pro shop and haciendas) to the 64 rooms at the Pete starting area as Teeth of the Dog, Dye Golf Lodge, which are the original The Links course sits just east of its quarters of Casa de Campo and are big brother and winds through the located in the central area of the Resort. interior of the resort. First played in Amenities also include a spa, 1976, the Links plays to a par of 71 beaches, a Jim McLean golf school, and is carded at 7,003 yards from its tennis, a fitness center, hike and bike back set of four tees. trails, a skeet shooting center, an The Links has some substantial equestrian are and polo. elevation changes and a couple of lakes No trip to Casa de Campo to keep the golfer honest. Throw in a is complete without a visit to the succession of elevated tees and greens, enchanting village of Altos de Chavon, some doglegs and blind shots, a routing perched high above the Chavon River. that is always heavily influenced by the Cobblestone paths, coral stone fountains constant sea breeze and some astute bunkering and you have a course players and terra cotta buildings create the



hamlet, built in the late 1970s to emulate a 15th century village in southern Italy or Spain. The shops here house restaurants, artists’ studios, art galleries and boutiques and the 5,000-seat Grecianstyle amphitheater has hosted superstars like Frank Sinatra, Julio Iglesias, Sting and Andrea Bocelli. Where the Chavon River meets the Caribbean at the water´s edge of the resort is a chic new community and paradise found for sailors: the Casa de Campo marina. Inspired by the old seaside villages of the Mediterranean, but equipped with all the most modern services, the marina extends over more than 90,000 square meters. It has 105 residential units including villas and town house-type apartments, many with a private pier. It is also the center of the night life and the natural backdrop for shows, sports and cultural events. Earlier this year, Casa de Campo was named among the world’s “top 25 golf resorts” by LINKS Magazine and the Caribbean’s best resort, and its “Teeth of the Dog” the best golf course, by Caribbean Journal, the leading digital newspaper covering the region. Those are just the latest honors for the resort and its courses – but a trip here will have golfers believing they’ve found their own slice of heaven. For more information about Casa de Campo, visit WWW.CASADECAMPO.COM.DO or call 809.523.3333 TRI-STATE GOLFER • WINTER 2014
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KimDouglasHomes.com



Here’s to all the things that make a house a home. Rated 5 Star Realtor By Philadelphia Magazine 2011-2014 Kim Douglas, Realtor Office-215.641.2727 Direct-267.419.1455



Gilbertsville Golf Club 27 Hole Golf Course “The Hidden Gem of Public Golf Courses”



Listen for my real estate tips every Sunday!



Sign up today for great deals on 2014 Memberships, Leagues & Outings. Call the Pro Shop!



OAKS GOLF SHOW SPECIAL Buy 4 Rounds w/ cart for $100



Located at Booth #235 Valid weekdays and weekends after 12 pm. Expires 12/31/14



2944 Lutheran Road, Gilbertsville, PA 19525 • 610.323.3222 • golfgilbertsvillegc.com



NEW CLUBS FOR 2014



NEW CLUBS HEADING FOR 2014



A Look At Equipment For Next Season By Ed Travis



CONTRIBUTING WRITER



PURCHASING NEW CLUBS has at least two hurdles to overcome and the first is the expense. There’s no getting around it, new clubs are expensive--several hundred for a driver or new fairway not to mention going on $1,000 for a set of irons. Then there’s the need to be properly fitted although that has become less of an issue with computerized swing analysis being common, even in the smallest golf shop. To be a smart club buyer and before you spend



DRIVERS Callaway Golf has two new driver lines for 2014 and the one that looks very interesting has a familiar name, Big Bertha. The game-improvement category Big Bertha driver has an 8-gram weight that slides in a track place at the rear of the clubhead to adjust the draw or fade bias. The Big Bertha Alpha doesn’t have the sliding weight but does have a carbon cartridge placed in the sole that can be taken out and reversed to effect the ball spin without effecting the launch angle. Big Bertha is $399 and Big Bertha Alpha is $499.
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the money, the best plan is to visit a PGA Professional. Have him or her look at your swing, preferably make use of computer analysis, so they can then make a recommendation about what is best for you. In the long run this small amount of time and effort will pay dividends in better golf shots and more fun. Tri-State Golfer has taken a look at clubs introduced for the new season and has selected those which should be on your shortlist to consider.



Nike Golf with the new VRS Covert 2.0 improved the cavity back with what they are calling “FlyBrace technology” which they say is better at transferring energy to the ball to produce higher ball speed. The clubface has been re-engineered making use of variable thickness to enlarge the sweet spot for better performance on mishits. The standard Covert 2.0 version is $299 with a Mitsubishi Rayon Kuro Kage Silver TiNi shaft while the Tour version is $399 with Kuro Kage Black HBP as stock shaft. JetSpeed from TaylorMade Golf is the less expensive compliment to their best-selling SLDR driver. The JetSpeed doesn’t have the sliding sole weight of the SLDR but does have a slot behind



the clubface to produce more ball speed when the impact point is towards the bottom of the club, which is the most common miss for recreational players. Add to this TMaG’s familiar loft sleeve adjustment and this driver at a suggested retail of $299 is very worth strong consideration.



The new fairway from Tour Edge Golf that really caught our attention is the limited edition Exotics CB Pro. Knowing that it is priced at $500, higher than any other fairway and at the upper end of the driver category, gives you an idea of how special Tour Edge believes this club to be. It has retro-looking smaller head and a sole design that is drawing a lot of attention. Designed for better players the CB Pro’s sole has wave configuration to minimize interaction with the turf and that means more clubhead speed and control.



the standard steel shaft is the Project X 95 Flighted shaft for $899.99. Mizuno has the reputation of making some of the best irons you can buy and the new MP-4 and MP-54 carry on that reputation. MP-54 forged irons (0-12 handicap, 3-PW $1,000) have stepped muscle design for an improved feel at impact and there’s a rear milled cavity in the 3- through 7-irons with a muscle design in the 8-iron through pitching wedge. Also forged, MP-4s (4 or less handicap 3-PW, $1,000) are a pure muscle design with a thin top line and very little offset which better players want to control the ball and trajectory.



FAIRWAYS Cobra Golf has again resurrected the Baffler name and we like the Baffler XL Fairways and Hybrids. Both have a more flexible steel face to give more distance the center of gravity has been moved to a very low position by the use of more tungsten weighting, 30% more than the Baffler T-Rail+ and a shallower face. The well-known Baffler rails have been made bigger to lessen drag with the ground at impact. The Baffler XL fairway is $179 and the Hybrid is $159.



IRONS New from Callaway Golf are the X2 Hot irons which have a deep undercut and a high MOI along with a repositioned center of gravity – each aimed at increasing distance for the average golfer. In the stock steel shaft (True Temper Speed Step 85) retail is $799.99. The Pro X2 Hot model has a thinner face, no undercut cavity and



TaylorMade Golf SpeedBlades are the replacement for last year’s successful RocketBladez. The two share several design features most notably the slot cut in the sole behind the clubface to allow the clubface additional flex at impact for more distance. This “Speed Pocket” in the SpeedBlades 3-iron through 7-iron is slightly longer than the one in the RocketBladez plus there is are little “handle bars” on either end. A set of 4-AW is $799 with steel shafts or $899 for graphite shafts.



Titleist brings out new irons in even numbered years and for 2014 there are the new game-improvement model 714 AP1s and 714 AP2s for better golfers. Both are updates of the previous 712 models with the AP1s priced at $800 with steel shafts ($1,000 graphite) and the AP2s at $1,100/$1,300. The AP1s have a double cavity back design with tungsten weighting in the long and mid-irons and the short irons a slightly higher center of gravity and 1 degree stronger lofts to flatten the trajectory for better control. Better players will appreciate the AP2s which also have a pair of rear cavities with the



upper one being 25 percent thinner. As with the AP1s there is tungsten weighting and an additional tungsten weight near the heel, forged during the clubhead making process (called “co-forging,” a technique pioneered by Titleist). TRI-STATE GOLFER • WINTER 2014
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